OpsAI
The platform for future IT decisions
Make the right decisions with insights from OpsAi

KEY FEATURES

IT Infrastructure has over time developed into a complex sticky environment. It takes
a lot of effort to get an overview to determine the IT estate status for usage, patch
levels, application and system dependencies, risk and compliance. IT and Business
has grown apart and ‘shadow IT’ enters your business.
OpsAI is the platform to give you deep insight into your IT estate, allowing your IT and
your business to have a common view of your systems and processes.
OpsAI is your future platform for managing your IT estate. Though the built in
Cloud-economics estimator it simulates and validates the Cloud-cost scenarios with
right sizing and license benefits to ensure a secure and compliant IT infrastructure
and automate your operations.

Why OpsAi
Specialized Tooling – Integrated machine learning which enables you to detect,
show, model and analyze your current IT and map it to a cloud-based configuration
including application, cost and connectivity factors.
Gain deep insights – Gives you a comprehensive insight into your infrastructure,
revealing technical debt, and security risks, allowing you to intercept risks before they
evolve into problems.
Enable your Cloud Transition – Provides a detailed overview of your current infrastructure, and detailed information about your usage, technical debt, to calculate the
costs of running in cloud. Get insight to make the right decisions when adopting the
cloud.

IT estate assessment of your IT
infrastructure in real time to gain valuable
insights into your current technology stack.
Dynamic Tracking of Assets which
challenges the static nature of most asset
management tools, by scanning assets
dynamically and real time. Supports
export and import of server meta data
in CSV format to CMDB.
AI Operations - Machine learning creates
a comprehensive view of your datacenter,
identifying servers and applications at risk,
enabling proactive operations.
Financial Management - Automated
calculation of your Cloud costs to execute
financial planning and cost tracking of
assets. Including Azure advanced cost
calculations, and cloud license benefit
options.
Application Lifecycle overview, which
identifies your applications and supplies
a plethora of information which enables
and supports your application lifecycle
management.
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THE OpsAI PLATFORM FEATURES
OpsAI is the SAAS platform ready to use for your IT estate insights and IT operations.
See and try the complete list of features here: OPSAI.COM

FEATURE LIST

BUSINESS

Agentless IT Asset Scanning

✓

CxO Dashboards Reporting

✓

Overview of physical and virtual IT assets

✓

Automated Asset to Application Dependency Mapping

✓

Business Process Asset tagging

✓

IT Asset Right Sizing based on Cloud Economic

✓

Total Cost of Ownership Assessment for Cloud

✓

IT Estate Security Overview

✓

Technical Debt Analysis Infrastructure

✓

Technical Debt Analysis Platform

✓

Application Centered Risk Analysis

✓

Geo-asset mapping and Geo-cloud calculations

✓

Visit opsai.com and try a free demo

At CLOUDEON we enable organizations, no matter the size, to unlock the power
of technology and bring ideas to life, at the speed of business. Our vision is to be
the most innovative cloud company of the 21st century by driving the transition to
digital solutions.
cloudeon.com

CALL US TODAY TO GET A QUOTE

+45 7070 1133

